
 

  



 

  
ACTION  PLAN 

MARCH 
 Share the experiences that I received with my classmates and 

friends. 

 Plan an activity to represent about environmental awareness. 

APRIL 

 Made an activity in a camp (PSCN) which teach 

about how to recycle trash and teamwork. 



 

  

ACTION 

I made an activity  .The activity is  design a 

boat made out of trash which the trash 

are milk boxes , bottles ,straws bottle cap 

and  they can design it any design they 

want but it has to be able to float on 

water because they are going to use the 

boat to race with other teams. 

“one man trash is another man’s treasure” 
they say  .This activity not only teaches 

them about recycle but also teaches about 

the values of trash they have to win coins 

from games  and use those coins to buy 

the trash .They have to work as a team to 

win each game.  

The key to winning is working as a team , 

planning ,listening to others opinion and 

having  fun together for me it might be 

just a small part of action but I believe 

that the kids will receive  a wonderful 

experience and a have fun with new 

friends 



 

  From joining the TYCA camp vol.3 I have received many 

experience and knowledge and I was very inspired .I have become 

more aware in environment issues and have more leadership skills .I 

publicize about ways to save the environment and energy in the 

morning at my school. I am more confident I learn that sharing and 

listening and others opinion is important so before doing something I 

always   exchange ideas and listen to their opinions. I also share the 

importance of separating trash and recycling in my school. These 

things might seem like just a small start but I believe that these small 

start can make a big difference.  And even time past I believe I will not 

forget those wonderful moments in TYCA camp and things that I 

received. I will carry on and do more actions in the future. 

THANK YOU TYCA 


